Abstract. Matrices allow two products linked by transpose. Biring is algebra which defines on the set two correlated structures of the ring. According to each product we can extend the definition of a quasideterminant given in [1, 2] and introduce two different types of a quasideterminant.
Concept of Generalized Index
Studying tensor calculus we start from studying univalent covariant and contravariant tensors. In spite on difference of properties both these objects are elements of respective vector spaces. Suppose we introduce a generalized index according to the rule a i = a i , b i = b
•− i . Then we see that these tensors have the similar behavior. For instance, the transformation of a covariant tensor gets form
This similarity goes as far as we need because tensors also form vector space. These observations of the similarity between properties of covariant and contravariant tensors lead us to the concept of generalized index.
1 We will use the symbol • in front of a generalized index when we need to describe its structure. I put the sign ′ − ′ in place of the index whose position was changed. For instance, if an original term was a ij I will use notation a i j − instead of notation a j i . Even though the structure of a generalized index is arbitrary we assume that there exists a one-to-one map of the interval of positive integers 1, ..., n to the range of index. Let I be the range of the index i. We denote the power of this set by symbol |I| and assume that |I| = n. If we want to enumerate elements a i we use notation a 1 , ..., a n .
Representation of coordinates of a vector as a matrix allows making a notation more compact. The question of the presentation of vector as row or column of the matrix is just a question of convention. We extend the concept of generalized index to elements of the matrix. A matrix is a two dimensional table, the rows and columns of which are enumerated by generalized indexes. To represent a matrix we will use one of the following forms:
Standard representation: in this case we write elements of matrix A as A a b . Alternative representation: in this case we write elements of matrix A as a A b or b A a .
Since we use generalized index, we cannot tell whether index a of matrix enumerates rows or columns until we know the structure of index. I use the following names and notation for different minors of the matrix A 2 A a : * -row with the index a is generalization of a column of a matrix. The lower index enumerates elements of * -rows and the upper index enumerates * -rows. A T : the minor obtained from A by selecting * -rows with an index from the set T A [a] : the minor obtained from A by deleting * -row A a A [T ] : the minor obtained from A by deleting * -rows with an index from the set T A b :
* -row with the index b is generalization of a row of a matrix. The upper index enumerates elements of * -rows and the lower index enumerates * -rows. A S : the minor obtained from A by selecting * -rows with an index from the set S A [b] : the minor obtained from A by deleting * -row A b A [S] : the minor obtained from A by deleting * -rows with an index from the set S Remark 1.1. We will combine the notation of indexes. Thus A a b is 1 × 1 minor. The same time this is the notation for a matrix element. This allows an identifying of 1 × 1 matrix and its element. The index a enumerates * -rows of matrix and the index b enumerates * -rows of matrix.
Each form of the notation of a matrix has its own advantages. The standard notation is more natural when we study matrix theory. The alternative form of the notation makes expressions in the theory of vector spaces more clear. Extending the alternative notation of indexes to arbitrary tensors we can better understand an interaction of different geometrical objects. Using the duality principle (theorem 2.13) we can extend our futures to express statements. Remark 1.2. We can read symbol * -as c-and symbol * -as r-creating this way names c-row and r-row. Further we extend this rule to other objects of linear algebra. I will use this convention designing index.
Since transpose of the matrix exchanges * -rows and * -rows we get equation
We call matrix
2 We could use notation * -column and * -row which is more close to our custom. However as we can see bellow the form of presentation of matrix is not important for us. New notation in spite on its uncommonness gives us more flexibility to describe properties of matrix. However we will use matrices to illustrate different statements, and in this case our notation will be close traditional.
3 The notation ( • − i A• j − ) −1 means that we exchange rows and columns in Hadamard inverse. We can formally write this expression in following form
-page 4). I will use the Einstein convention about sums. This means that when an index is present in an expression twice and a set of index is known, I have the sum over this index. If needed to clearly show set of index, I will do it. Also, in this paper I will use the same root letter for a matrix and its elements.
We will study matrices elements of which belong to skew field D. We will also keep in mind that instead of skew field D we may write in text field F . We will clearly write field F in case when commutativity creates new details. We will denote by 1 identity element of skew field D.
Let I, |I| = n be a set of indexes. We introduce the Kronecker symbol
Biring
The product of matrices is associated with the product of homomorphisms of vector spaces. According to the custom the product of matrices A and B is defined as product of * -rows of the matrix A and * -rows of the matrix B. Conventional character of this definition becomes evident when we put attention that * -row of the matrix A may be a column of this matrix. In such case we multiply columns of the matrix A over rows of the matrix B. Thus we can define two products of matrices. To distinguish between these products we introduced a new notation.
4
Definition 2.1. * * -product of matrices A and B has form (2.1)
and can be expressed as product of a * -row of matrix A over a * -row of matrix B.
5
Definition 2.2. * * -product of matrices A and B has form
6
4 In order to keep this notation consistent with the existing one we assume that we have in mind * * -product when no clear notation is present. 5 In alternative form operation consists from two symbols * which we put in the place of index which participate in sum. In standard notation we write operation as
and can be construed as symbolic notation
where we write symbol * on place of index which participate in sum. 6 In alternative form operation consists from two symbols * which we put in the place of index which participate in sum. In standard notation we write operation as
Remark 2.3. We will use symbol * * -or * * -in name of properties of each product and in the notation. According to remark 1.2 we can read symbols * * and * * as rc -product and cr-product. This rule we extend to following terminology.
Set of n × n matrices is closed relative * * -product and * * -product as well relative sum which is defined by rule
Proof. The statement follows from (1.1), (2.1) and (2.2)
is identity for both products. Definition 2.5. A is a biring if we defined on A an unary operation, say transpose, and three binary operations, say * * -product, * * -product and sum, such that • * * -product and sum define structure of ring on A • * * -product and sum define structure of ring on A • both products have common identity δ • products satisfy equation
• transpose of identity is identity
Proof. We can prove (2.6) in case of matrices the same way as we proved (2.3). However it is more important for us to show that (2.6) follows directly from (2.3). Applying (2.5) to each term in left side of (2.6) we get
T From (2.7) and (2.3) it follows that
T (2.6) follows from (2.8) and (2.5).
where we write symbol * on place of index which participate in sum.
Definition 2.7. We introduce * * -power of element A of biring A using recursive definition
Definition 2.8. We introduce * * -power of element A of biring A using recursive definition
We proceed by induction on n.
For n = 0 the statement immediately follows from equations (2.9), (2.11), and (2.4).
Suppose the statement of theorem holds when
It follows from (2.10) that
It follows from (2.16) and (2.15) that
It follows from (2.17) and (2.6) that
T (2.13) follows from (2.16) and (2.12). We can prove (2.14) by similar way.
Theorem 2.11. Suppose element A ∈ A has * * -inverse element. Then transpose element A T has * * -inverse element and these elements satisfy equation
Suppose element A ∈ A has * * -inverse element. Then transpose element A T has * * -inverse element and these elements satisfy equation
If we get transpose of both side (2.19) and apply (2.4) we get Theorems 2.4, 2.6, 2.9, and 2.11 show that some kind of duality exists between * * -product and * * -product. We can combine these statements.
Theorem 2.12 (duality principle for biring). Let A be true statement about biring A. If we exchange the same time • A ∈ A and A T • * * -product and * * -product then we soon get true statement.
Theorem 2.13 (duality principle for biring of matrices). Let A be biring of matrices. Let A be true statement about matrices. If we exchange the same time • * -rows and * -rows of all matrices • * * -product and * * -product then we soon get true statement.
Proof. This is the immediate consequence of the theorem 2.12.
Remark 2.14. The factor of custom is important also when we write down the matrix expression. Let us analyze the group of transformations of vector space defined by the equation
Consecutive execution of transformation (2.24) and transformation
To follow the custom we can rewrite the transformation (2.24) as in alternative representation. Suppose we established the order in which we write indexes. Then we state that we read an expression from top to bottom reading first upper indexes, then lower ones. We assume that this is standard form of reading. We can read this expression from bottom to top. We extend this rule stating that we read symbols of operation in the same order as indexes. For instance, if we read expression A a * * B ( * * −1) = C a from bottom to top, then we can write this expression in standard form
According to the duality principle if we can prove one statement then we can prove other as well.
Theorem 2.15. Let matrix A have * * -inverse matrix. Then for any matrices B and C equation 
Quasideterminant
Theorem 3.1. Suppose n × n matrix A has * * -inverse matrix. 7 Then k × k minor of * * -inverse matrix satisfy
Proof. Definition (2.19) of * * -inverse matrix leads to system of linear equations Corollary 3.2. Suppose n × n matrix A has * * -inverse matrix. Then elements of * * -inverse matrix satisfy to the equation 
Proof. Statement follows from (3.6) and (3.7).
Theorem 3.6.
We can provide similar proof for ( a b )- * * -quasideterminant. However we can write corresponding statement using the duality principle. Thus, if we read equation (3.9) from right to left, we get equation
Proof. According (3.7)
Using theorem 2.11 we get
Using (1.1) we get
Using (3.12) and (3.7) we get (3.11).
The theorem 3.6 extends the duality principle stated in the theorem 2.13 to statements on quasideterminants and tells us that the same expression is * * -quasideterminant of matrix a and * * -quasideterminant of matrix a T . Using this theorem, we can write any statement for * * -matrix on the basis of similar statement for * * -matrix.
Theorem 3.7 (duality principle). Let A be true statement about matrix biring. If we exchange the same time
• * -row and * -row • * * -quasideterminant and * * -quasideterminant then we soon get true statement. (3.14)
Proof. To prove equation (3.13) we proceed by induction on size of the matrix. Since (ma)
the statement is evident for 1 × 1 matrix. Let the statement holds for (n − 1) × (n − 1) matrix. Then from equation (3.1) it follows that
The equation (3.13) follows from the equation (3.15). In the same manner we prove the equation (3.14). Proof. According to (3.6) (a
It is clear from (3.19) and (3.22) that (a It follows immediately that (a ( * * −1) ) 2 1 = 0. In the same manner we can find that (a ( * * −1) ) 1 2 = 0. This completes the proof of (3.17). (3.18) follows from (3.17), theorem 3.6 and symmetry of matrix (3.16).
Reducible Biring
Let us study biring of matrices over field F . From the commutativity of product in the field it follows 
Quasideterminant over Field
Definition 5.1. For matrices defined over a field we define a function which is called the determinant of the matrix,
Theorem 5.2.
for matrices defined over a field.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. Since the product in field is commutative we can reduce the expression (3.10) 
Adding fractions, we get (5.2) into (5.6), we prove that the statement of the theorem hold for n = k. condition of reducibility of products 10 * * -inverse element of biring 5 * * -power 5 * * -product of matrices 3 c-row of matrix 2 determinant of matrix 11 duality principle for biring 6 duality principle for biring of matrices 6
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